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‘...expert services whenever
and wherever
the situation
demands’

This is all achieved while still retaining the strong
local presence that our customers need.

Know How) with load charts, safe-use guidance
and a calculator.

Tools for our customers

Confidence

During the year AxLoad has continued its work in
making useful data for customers more accessible
online. Certex, for example, is now providing a digital
solution for recording the customers’ lifting products. This also registers the service status of these
products - a welcome, safety-focused addition. It
also publishes Lifting Tips on its YouTube channel
and has a Certex App for smart phones (Lifting

AxLoad has a proven, stable strategy and the group
operates with a decentralized structure; this allows
our companies to react quickly, to interact flexibly
and to create opportunities wherever and whenever
they see the chance. We can go into 2015 with confidence. ■

‘We always come back
to Mennens’
Mennens
The acquisition of Mennens, the leading provider of steel wire rope, cranes, lifting products
and related services in the Benelux region, was a
significant strategic step for AxLoad and provided a strategic foothold in the Benelux region.
Here the market for lifting and lashing equipment
is extensive, with the numbers of ports and harbours and a wealth of heavy industry.
The company enjoys an enviable reputation
for its knowledge and expertise in those areas as
well as within the oﬀshore and energy industries.
Its competence in repair and service of lifting
equipment has brought valuable, additional assets into AxLoad. Mennens is also known for its
commitment and entrepreneurial spirit which
has helped secure an almost immediate ‘fit’
within AxLoad and the Axel Johnson International Group following its acquisition.
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leanrooms are a familiar concept in pharmaceuticals,
semi-conductor manufacture, food production and
aerospace where facilities with very low levels of
environmental pollutants are needed. But achieving
and maintaining those extreme levels of cleanliness, while still
operating heavy equipment such as to lift and manoeuvre racks
of products, requires a very special level of expertise. Success or
failure of such a project, especially during ISO certification, is determined by particles just microns across and pollution measured
in parts per million. Compared with a typical urban atmosphere
you could expect to find 35,000,000 particles per cubic metre
of 5 microns in diameter, in certain certified cleanrooms, not one
particle of this size is allowed*.

Thinking alike
BKL Engineering in the Netherlands are leading developers and
manufacturers of lifting & hoisting tools, transport equipment and
machinery for hi tech applications. They have worked with Mennens Cleanroom Cranes for several years, both alongside them
and also when sourcing cleanroom solutions for themselves. Mennens Cleanroom Cranes began with cleanroom applications in the
90s moving into cleanroom assembly and the supply of hoists,
cranes and complete systems. Describing the two companies,
BKL’s Managing Director John de Smit puts it this way, ‘in the

John de Smit, Managing Director at BKL
Engineering in Nuenen, the Netherlands.

cleanroom business, we build the lifting and transport equipment
from the ground up, Mennens handles it from the roof down.’
Mennens Cleanroom Cranes not only has extensive experience
as well as an impressive customer base (also a largely confidential one due to non-disclosure agreements). Their reputation
has grown, and with it the offering, now extending to include
complete solutions, design, consultancy as well as supply and
installation. Co-operation between the two companies goes back
more than ten years and they share the same dedication and
commitment to excellence.
So when BKL needed a cleanroom crane to equip their assembly
facility in Nuenen, Netherlands, Mennens was again the natural
choice. The Mennens Cleanroom Cranes solution at Nuenen
includes a complete double girder assembly with two hoists of
up to 2 tonnes in capacity. And instead of the steel wire rope
and/or chain that is commonly used, the Mennens approach is
to use the much less polluting and quieter belt system. Whether
for small cleanrooms or much larger facilities, everything needs
to be enclosed, all outgassing (gas dissolved, trapped, frozen or
absorbed in some material) is prevented.
* Mennens Cleanroom Cranes achieves an ISO 5 Class Cleanliness rating with their products.
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